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Preface: About the Dignity Initiative
This report is one of three documents

shared with all Members of Parliament

written by the Dignity Initiative, a work-

and submitted to the Minister of For-

ing group of Canadian civil society or-

eign Affairs, the Minister of Interna-

ganizations and individuals interested

tional Development and La Francopho-

in supporting the human rights of les-

nie and the Minister of Immigration,

bian, gay, bisexual, trans and intersex

Refugees and Citizenship. The Call to

(LGBTI) communities around the world.

Action remains the centrepiece of ongoing advocacy with a view to securing

The first document, completed in mid-

action on the recommendations con-

2015, was a Call to Action, (see Annex)

tained therein.

outlining how the Canadian govern-

DOUG KERR, DIGNITY INITIATIVE
PROJECT LEAD

ment should enhance its support for the

This report – the Dignity Initiative’s sec-

human rights of LGBTI people around

ond project – is a supplement to that

the globe. The Call to Action sets out

Call to Action. It is a resource to assist

22 recommendations in the following

with the implementation of those rec-

four areas:

ommendations.

•
•
•

•

Supporting LGBTI activists and
human rights defenders

An additional report, Solidarity for Dig-

Funding organizations around the

nity: Insights for Canadian Organiza-

world and in Canada who advance

tions Working Globally to Support the

the human rights of LGBTI people

Human Rights of LGBTI People is being

Using diplomatic influence to sig-

released alongside this report. Solidar-

nal a commitment to the human

ity for Dignity outlines best practices

rights of LGBTI

regarding how Canadian civil society

people, including with respect to

organizations could be (and in many

international development

cases, are already) supporting global

Supporting refugees and

human rights movements for LGBTI

facilitating asylum in

people.

Canada for LGBTI people
fleeing persecution

We hope that this document will be a
useful tool for civil society and govern-

The Call to Action has been endorsed

ment in Canada and abroad to under-

by more than 130 civil society organi-

stand the ways in which countries can

zations across Canada. It was shared

become active in global solidarity work

with the major federal political parties

in support of the rights of LGBTI people.

during the 2015 Canadian federal election, with a request for endorsement
and implementation of the recommendations. Following the election, it was
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“JÓNÍNA AND I WERE VERY HAPPY TO HEAR OF CANADA’S DIGNITY
INITIATIVE. IF THIS PLAN IS PUT INTO ACTION IT WILL MARK A NEW
ERA FOR LGBTI INDIVIDUALS AROUND THE GLOBE. THUS, CANADA’S
INITIATIVE IS AN IMMENSELY IMPORTANT STEP TO
WARDS CREATING A BETTER AND MORE EQUAL WORLD.”
–JÓHANNA SIGURÐARDÓTTIR, FORMER PRIME MINISTER OF ICELAND
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1. Executive Summary
This report draws attention to the

• Efforts to advance the human

• While Canada has taken some

many ways in which Canada can

rights of LGBTI people can

initial steps in each of these

join a growing number of countries

backfire. Speaking out without

four categories, further work

in integrating the human rights of

engaging with local activists

is needed and lessons can be

LGBTI people into foreign policy

or understanding the local

learned from the leadership

and refugee policy. Drawing on ex-

context must be avoided.

of other countries in each of

amples from countries like France,

• Instead, and in accordance

these areas.

the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden,

with the Dignity Initiative’s Call

the United Kingdom and the United

to Action, efforts to advance

Because this report relies primarily

States, as well as from the European

the rights of LGBTI people

on publicly available information,

Union, this report demonstrates the

globally should focus on the

it means that there may be partic-

range of best practices that other

following four areas:

ular countries whose leadership

countries have adopted in the interest of supporting the human rights
of LGBTI people globally. We also

* Supporting LGBTI activists
and human rights defenders
* Funding organizations

in advancing the human rights of
LGBTI people is not adequately
acknowledged or recognized. As

highlight the preliminary yet import-

around the world and in Can-

such, this report should be viewed

ant work that Canada has engaged

ada who advance the human

as a preliminary overview of some

rights of LGBTI people

best practices in advancing the

in towards advancing the human
rights of LGBTI people globally.

* Using diplomatic influence

human rights of LGBTI people,

to signal a commitment

and not as an exhaustive compar-

This report comes to the following

to human rights of LGBTI

ative evaluation of different coun-

conclusions:

people, including with

tries’ performances in this area

respect to international

of human rights advocacy/policy.

• The human rights of LGBTI people have become an
increasingly urgent and visible

development
* Supporting refugees

area of work. Canada has clear

and facilitating asylum in

legal and ethical obligations to

Canada for LGBTI people

engage on these issues.

fleeing persecution
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2. About the report
WHAT IS THIS REPORT’S

human rights of LGBTI people

working to advance the human

PURPOSE?

among the countries studied. It

rights of LGBTI people globally.

This report highlights how a num-

is certainly the case that in some

On a regional and international

ber of countries, including Cana-

instances countries will have tak-

basis, countries such as Argenti-

da, can and do use foreign policy

en additional steps that are not

na, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Uru-

and refugee policy to promote

necessarily publicized – often

guay, and South Africa continue

equality on the basis of sexu-

for sound reasons – to support

to play important leadership roles

al orientation, gender identity,

the rights of LGBTI people in-

in advancing the human rights of

gender expression, and intersex

ternationally. Hence, while our

LGBTI people, particularly at the

status.

findings are unable to fully re-

UN and OAS. Effective responses

flect the work that many coun-

to advancing the human rights of

WHAT METHODS WERE USED?

tries engage in to advance the

LGBTI people must acknowledge

The findings from this report

human rights of LGBTI people,

the importance of partnership

were collected via an exten-

our findings do present an over-

with, and respect afforded to,

sive review of publicly available

view of what countries publicly

countries around the world in

documentation on the foreign

report to be doing in this area.

their own efforts to advance the

policies and refugee policies of

human rights of LGBTI people.

multiple countries. Our research

WHAT IS THIS REPORT’S

team reviewed hundreds of press

REGIONAL SCOPE?

releases, discussion papers, re-

Many of the suggestions and

ports, interviews, news articles,

strategies outlined in the Call to

and website material in English,

Action, which formed the back-

French, and Dutch that discussed

bone of this report, speak to

countries’ positions and strate-

the varied roles that countries

gies for advancing the human

like Canada tend to play on the

rights of LGBTI people globally.

global stage. Consequently, this

These findings were also supple-

report focuses predominantly on

mented with consultations with a

the actions of countries such as

range of experts on the human

France, the Netherlands, Norway,

rights of LGBTI people, many of

Sweden, the United Kingdom,

whom are acknowledged at the

and the United States. We also

beginning of this report.

highlight the leadership of the
European Union.

In light of this report’s reliance
on publicly available data, this re-

However, this should not be mis-

port does not necessarily capture

construed as suggesting that

the full extent of the commitment

these countries are the most

and strategies for advancing the

significant or the only countries
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3. Introduction
THE NEED FOR ACTION
Never before have the human
rights of LGBTI people received
as much respect at a global level than they do today. Consensual same-sex activity between
adults in private is not criminal-

ized in116 UN member states.1
As of May 2015, discrimination
in employment (and often other
settings) based on sexual orientation is now prohibited in over 60
countries, and same-sex relationship rights are legally recognized

in approximately 30 countries.2
Since 2011 alone, 10 countries
have introduced reforms to make
it easier for transgender persons to obtain legal recognition
of their gender identity, and, as
of May 2015, 14 countries have
instituted or strengthened anti-discrimination

or

anti-hate

crime laws that extend protection on grounds of sexual orien-

tation and/or gender identity.3
A number of countries in the
Global South have also demonstrated strong domestic leadership in advancing the human
rights of LGBTI people. South

Y

Africa was the first country in the
world to explicitly protect against
discrimination on the basis of

CELINA JAITLEY, BOLLYWOOD ACTRESS AND ADVOCATE FOR THE UNITED NATION’S FREE
AND EQUAL CAMPAIGN WITH CHARLES RADCLIFFE, CHIEF OF GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT
ISSUES AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS FOR THE UNITED NATIONS AT THE TORONTO
PRIDE PARADE. CREDIT: PRIDE TORONTO

sive pieces of trans legislation in
the world;5 and countries such as

teur on torture specifically noted
the abuse of involuntary medical

Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, and

procedures on intersex children,8

Nepal have all legally acknowl-

and in 2014 the UN Human

edged an additional, third gen-

Rights Council included its first

and the Caribbean, representa-

In 2015, the Council of Europe’s

tives from over 28 countries and

Commissioner for Human Rights

three territories recently adopted

issued a report on the rights of

der category.6 In Latin America

ever side event on the topic.9

a road map addressing the needs

intersex people,10 the World

of refugees that includes specific

Health Organization (WHO) in-

protocols for LGBTI refugees.7
The human rights of LGBTI peo-

cluded intersex rights in an important report on sexual health

ple have increasingly been recog-

and rights,11 and the govern-

nized within the UN and other in-

ments of Chile and Malta made

ternational forums. This includes

history by issuing instructions to

the human rights of intersex peo-

cease medical interventions to

tion.4 Argentina’s legislation on

ple, which have increasingly at-

“normalise”

gender identity has been herald-

tracted attention in recent years.

based on World Health Organiza-

ed as one of the most progres-

In 2013, the UN Special Rappor-

sexual orientation in its constitu-
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intersex

children

tion (WHO) recommendations.12

And in 2016, one of the major

moment.16 Further, legislation

violence against intersex people

UN human rights expert commit-

that

discrimination

are almost non-existent and the

tees released ground-breaking

against LGBTI individuals has

human rights situation of intersex

guidance on government’s obli-

emerged in several jurisdictions

individuals has only recently start-

gations regarding protecting and

of the United States in the wake

ed to attract visibility even within

promoting sexual and reproduc-

of the 2015 Supreme Court deci-

tive health and rights, including

the rights of intersex people.13

authorizes

sion on same-sex marriage.17

LGBTI circles.21 In the words of

one intersex activist, “intersex
has arrived, but the hard work lies

Such legislative changes and

ahead.”22

And yet, while the human rights

speech acts on the part of poli-

of LGBTI people have been ad-

ticians, along with unfavourable

Finally, it should be noted that

vanced in a wide diversity of

public opinion in many contexts,

factors like gender, race, ethnic

contexts, substantive challenges

have translated into a wide range

origin, disability, age, migration

remain. Rising rates of violence

of serious human rights violations

status, class, caste, employment

and hostility often follow newly

for individuals based on their real

precariousness, sex work, HIV sta-

adopted reforms, and many of

or perceived sexual orientation,

tus, use of prohibited drugs, and

the most welcoming legal con-

gender identity, gender expres-

incarceration can render LGBTI

texts still retain some discrimina-

sion, and/or intersex status. The

individuals particularly at risk of

tory legislation. Over one-third of

UN Human Rights Council has

violence, discrimination, illness,

UN member states continue to

noted a range of human rights

and incarceration. For example, a

criminalize consensual same-sex

violations targeting LGBTI indi-

meta- analysis of research on HIV

viduals, including murder, tor-

infection in 15 countries found

provisions in support of transgen-

ture, arbitrary detention, denial

that transgender women were 49

der identities and rights remain

of rights to assembly and expres-

times more likely to be living with

elusive in the vast majority of

sion, and discrimination in health

HIV,23 which often results in even

countries, and the rights of inter-

care,

education,

greater levels of marginalization.

of national governments appear

The

Inter-American

to leverage homophobia and

sion on Human Rights reported

transphobia as a tool for discred-

over 590 hate-related killings of

iting opposition and diverting the

LGBT persons in Organizations of

public’s attention from other con-

American States (OAS) member

sexual acts,14 legal or legislative

sex people are still only rarely ac-

and housing.18

employment,

knowledged. A growing number

tentious government actions.15

Commis-

countries between January 2013

Several countries (Algeria, Lith-

and March 2014.19 Trans persons

uania, Nigeria, and Russia) have

are at particularly high risk of vio-

introduced

lence and murder; the Trans Murder Monitoring project reported

other countries recently initiated

1,612 trans people were mur-

conversations about implement-

dered in 62 countries between

ing similar legislation – though,

2008 and 2014; an equivalent

Y

“anti-homosexuality

propaganda laws,” and eleven

thankfully, many of these efforts

to one killing every other day.20

appear to have stalled for the

Statistics on discrimination and
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“THE IMPORTANT POINT TO EMPHASIZE … IS THAT IT IS NOT
HOMOSEXUALITY THAT WAS EXPORTED TO AFRICA FROM EUROPE
BUT RATHER LEGALIZED HOMOPHOBIA THAT WAS EXPORTED
IN THE FORM OF WESTERN CODIFIED AND RELIGIOUS LAWS.” 23B
–SYLVIA TAMALE, UGANDAN FEMINIST LAWYER & SCHOLAR

THE RESEARCH PROJECT ENVISIONING GLOBAL
LGBT HUMAN RIGHTS BROUGHT TOGETHER
ACTIVISTS WHO WERE RESISTING ANTI-LGBTI
COLONIAL-ERA LEGISLATION ACROSS EIGHT
COMMONWEALTH COUNTRIES.
CREDIT: ENVISIONING.

COLONIALISM, POWER INEQUALITIES, AND CONTEM-

“sodomy” or “buggery” are vestiges of British colonial legis-

PORARY LGBTI ADVOCACY

lation.24 Today, some religious leaders and organizations from

While LGBTI advocates, predominantly from Western coun-

the Global North continue to play an active role in propagat-

tries, have condemned the criminalization and persecution of

ing hatred toward LGBTI people in the Global South through

LGBTI people in the “Global South,” human rights advocacy

missions, speeches, and through lobbying government officials.25 Consequently, even as all governments and political

includes recognizing that colonialism has played a substantial

leaders must be held accountable for promoting anti-LGBTI

role in spreading intolerance against LGBTI people and in im-

sentiments and for promoting or defending anti-LGBTI laws,

posing certain cultural practices in many parts of the world.

advocacy work on the human rights of LGBTI people globally

For example, more than half of the world’s laws criminalizing

must be mindful of the harmful, ongoing legacies in many set-

Y

also requires an understanding of the historical context. This
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THE YOGAKARTA PRINCIPLES
tings that have their historical origins in the Global North. Similarly, it is important to recall that the

Developed in 2006 by civil society experts from around the
world, the Yogyakarta Principles outline how international
human rights law standards apply to human rights violations

domestic recognition and protec-

faced by LGBTI people. Since 2006, the Yogyakarta Principles

tion of the human rights of LGBTI

have become a widely accepted reference for interpreting the

people is a relatively recent de-

human rights of LGBTI people.

velopment even in many of the
countries that have committed
themselves to defending such
rights internationally. On many

below. However, increased efforts

earlier report by highlighting re-

fronts, including on the rights of

are required for Canada to be

cent advances in Canada’s for-

transgender and intersex people,

recognized as an international

eign policy and by demonstrating

there is much work to be done even

leader supporting the rights of

how several strategies can posi-

to secure human rights on paper, let

LGBTI people. Canadian orga-

tion Canada as a stronger glob-

alone as a lived reality in most coun-

nizations engaged in this work

al player in the advancement of

tries of the Global North.

remain

rely-

the human rights of LGBTI peo-

ing almost entirely on foreign or

ple. The McLeod Group’s earli-

CANADA’S ROLE IN ADVANC-

private funding. Whereas some

er report noted that Canadian

ING THE RIGHTS OF LGBTI

organizations were able to ac-

civil society organizations have

PEOPLE GLOBALLY

cess Canadian government re-

been “noticeably silent, if not

In 2009, the Government of

sources in the past, those funds

dormant, where LGBT issues are

Canada affirmed before the UN

have been inaccessible or non-

concerned.”27 With this report,

Human Rights Council that its

existent in recent years. There is

we hope to break this silence and

understanding of human rights

much scope for Canada to exert

to chart a new path for advocacy

should integrate and acknowl-

greater influence in regional and

and collaboration in advancing

edge the Yogyakarta Principles,

multilateral forums that advance

these human rights.

which affirm that “all persons,

the human rights of LGBTI peo-

regardless of sexual orientation

ple internationally, including the

Canada is well positioned to play

or gender identity, are entitled

Organization of American States,

a strong leadership role in ad-

to the full enjoyment of all hu-

UN Human Rights bodies in New

vancing the human rights of LGB-

York and Geneva, the Common-

TI people globally. Canadian civil

broad commitment to advanc-

wealth, and the Organisation In-

society organizations are globally

ing human rights necessarily in-

ternationale de la Francophonie.

recognized for their leadership in

cludes efforts to promote and

In 2013, the McLeod Group re-

strengthening and protecting the

protect the human rights of

leased a report outlining how

human rights of LGBTI people at

LGBTI

internationally.

Canada could better advance the

a domestic and global level. Or-

Importantly, the Government of

This Dignity Initiative report com-

da, Equitas, Oxfam Canada and

Canada has taken important steps

plements the McLeod Group’s

the Canadian HIV/AIDS Legal

man rights.”26 Hence, Canada’s

persons

under-resourced,

rights of LGBTI people globally.28

ganizations such as Egale Cana-

Network have collaborated with

of LGBTI people into its foreign

human rights defenders on vari-

policy, as will be documented

ous LGBTI rights projects across

Y

to integrate the human rights
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Africa, Asia, Europe, the Carib-

range of resources, training, and

their countries of origin. Final-

bean and Latin America. ARC

support. Moreover, as a multicul-

ly, Canada has rich connections

International and Action Cana-

tural country with many vibrant

with La Francophonie and with

da for Sexual Health and Rights

diaspora

Canada

the francophone world, offering

have been recognized for their

is home to a number of LGBTI

a niche opportunity to influence

leadership in advancing LGB-

activists from around the world,

the advancement of the human

TI concerns at the UN and have

many of whom continue to play

rights of LGBTI people in these

provided

organizations

leadership roles in advancing the

countries.

around the world with a broad

human rights of LGBTI people in

LGBTI

populations,

LEGAL NETWORK SENIOR POLICY ANALYST, CANADIAN HIV/AIDS LEGAL NETWORK AND CARIBBEAN
LGBTI ACTIVIST, MAURICE TOMLINSON.

“IN MUCH OF THE GLOBAL SOUTH, EXTREME FUNDAMENTALIST
VIEWS ESPOUSED BY POWERFUL RELIGIOUS AND POPULIST LEADERS MAKE IT VERY DIFFICULT TO ACHIEVE LGBTI EQUALITY. THESE
VIEWS CAN ONLY BE COUNTERED BY CAREFULLY CONTRASTING
THE HARMS OF EXCLUSION AGAINST THE TREMENDOUS ECONOMIC
AND SOCIETAL BENEFITS OF DIVERSITY. CANADA’S STILL ON-GOING
CHALLENGES WITH SECURING HUMAN RIGHTS FOR LGBTI CITIZENS
MEANS THAT IT CAN SHARE MANY VALUABLE LESSONS WITH COUNTRIES THAT ARE WRESTLING WITH HOW TO RESPECT THEIR INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS TOWARDS LGBTI PEOPLE.”
– MAURICE TOMLINSON, SENIOR POLICY ANALYST, CANADIAN HIV/AIDS LEGAL NETWORK
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4. A Call for Action: Best Practices
in Advancing the Human Rights of
LGBTI People Globally
This section of the report outlines four priority areas in which
Canada can commit to advancing the human rights of LGBTI

the case of both refugees applying from within Canada and those
seeking assistance from abroad.

people globally:

Each of these four areas corre-

Supporting LGBTI activists and

fied in the Dignity Initiative’s Call

sponds to a priority area identi-

human rights defenders in countries where such rights are denied or violated. This includes
actively participating in regional
and global initiatives that work
to amplify the voices of LGBTI activists around the world.
Funding organizations around
the world and in Canada working to defend and promote
human rights, including the human rights of LGBTI people.
Using diplomatic influence to
clearly and publicly define a commitment to the human rights of
LGBTI people in broader foreign

these areas, we provide an outline of a) why work in this area is
important, b) what action Canada has taken to date and c) what
good practices can be gleaned
from
other

our

research

countries’

to

international

development.

Supporting refugees and facilitating asylum in Canada for

LGBTI people fleeing persecution because of their sexual orientation, gender identity, gender

expression, or intersex status in

regarding
initiatives.

4.1 SUPPORTING LGBTI
ACTIVISTS AND HUMAN
RIGHTS DEFENDERS IN
COUNTRIES WHERE SUCH
RIGHTS ARE DENIED OR
VIOLATED, AND ACTIVELY PARTICIPATING IN
REGIONAL AND GLOBAL
INITIATIVES THAT WORK TO
AMPLIFY THE VOICES OF
LGBTI ACTIVISTS AROUND
THE WORLD.

TY

policy, including with respect

to Action (see Annex) For each of

Why it matters:

Strategies to support the human
rights of LGBTI people may work
well in one context and might
backfire dramatically in another. Because of how much LGBTI
political landscapes vary across
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countries and regions, it is critical
to ensure that any foreign country’s response to human rights
violations abroad is informed by
consultations with local activists
and human rights defenders.
This was made clear in the aftermath of UK Prime Minister David
Cameron’s proposal to introduce
donor sanctions on countries
with repressive LGBTI legislation
in 2011. In response, a coalition
of African social justice activists asserted that these actions
“tend... to exacerbate the environment of intolerance in which
political

leadership

scapegoat

LGBTI people for donor sanctions in an attempt to retain and

reinforce national sovereignty.”31
Effective strategies to support
the human rights of LGBTI people depend on insights and feedback from local human rights
defenders. Yet, all too often, foreign countries’ work in support
of the human rights of LGBTI
people has not reflected local
activists’ insights. This is summarized well by Kenita Placide,
Executive Director of the Eastern
Caribbean Alliance for Diversity

4
1
0
2
,
7
2
–
5
JUNE 2 TORONTO

Kenita Placide, Executive Director of Eastern Caribbean Alliance for Diversity and Equality
Credit: Bonham Centre

and Equality and Representative

forms foreign countries’ diplo-

bassies and High Commissions

POST
CONFERENC
REPORT

on ILGA’s Women’s Secretariat, who stated, “Global North
advocates should continue to

engage in conversation, consult

matic engagement.

Where Canada
stands:

consult regularly with local LGBTI

activists – even providing venues
for activists to hold meetings in

countries where LGBTI people’s

While certain diplomatic posts

freedom of assembly is violated.

Global South activists to under-

have shown great leadership and

Such efforts represent the best

stand the realities on the ground.

effectiveness in addressing LGBTI

of Canadian diplomacy. However,

They need to help design prop-

issues in collaboration with local

these consultations do not take

er campaigns and to facilitate

activists, a more robust, compre-

place in all posts, and further

funding that allows impact as

hensive and far-reaching strategy

effort is required to ensure that

they encourage advancement in

is required in order to ensure that

all Canadian High Commissions

32

all Canadian Embassies and High

and Embassies are prepared and

and hold strategy meetings with

TY
economical and cultural areas.”

Commissions have the mandates,

motivated to forge these connec-

Hence, it is critical that countries

resources and monitoring mecha-

tions.

foster ongoing relationships with

nisms required to effectively sup-

a diversity of LGBTI activists. This

port and amplify the insights of

Policy and guidance on reach-

should include interactions with

local human rights defenders and

ing out to local activists: In

diplomatic staff and participation

LGBTI activists.

the absence of an official policy

#WPHRC14

in policy consultations, meetings,

highlighting the importance of

and/or conferences in which ac-

Consultation with local activ-

supporting/hearing

tivists’ advice is heard and in-

ists: A number of Canadian Em-

LGBTI activists, Canadian Em-
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from

local

bassies and High Commissions’

The Government of Canada has

from round tables and expert

performance in supporting LGBTI

also confirmed its participation

meetings to conferences and

human rights defenders has been

in the 2016 Global LGBTI Human

seminars focused on furthering

ad hoc. As a recent publication

Rights Conference of like-mind-

the human rights of LGBTI peo-

by Egale Canada has noted, ad-

ed states and international civil

ple.35 The U.S. State Department

ditional work and support from

society organizations (although,

has also demonstrated a commit-

the government is needed to

at this writing, it appeared that

ment to amplifying the voices of

ensure that Canadian embassies

no senior staff with the authority

LGBTI activists through several

are consistently and respectfully

to make financial commitments

conferences and meetings with

consulting and collaborating with

to support such work would be

local activists:

present).

[D]espite the best efforts of

Solidarity: In conjunction with

many diplomats, our Embas-

other countries such as the Neth-

sies and High Commissions

erlands, the United Kingdom, and

often lack the resources and

the United States (see below),

tools to develop robust LGBT

Canada’s diplomatic representa-

human rights promotion strat-

tives have participated in Pride

egies and guidelines. In some

events and activities in a number

cases, frontline embassy staff

of countries as a way of showing

are unfamiliar with the legal

their support for and solidarity

and social environment facing

with local activists.

LGBT persons at their posting

global LGBTI activists.36

PANELLISTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD SHARE
THEIR EXPERIENCES IN ADVANCING LGBTI
HUMAN RIGHTS DURING AN EVENT
CO-SPONSORED BY OXFAM AND EGALE.
CREDIT: OXFAM CANADA

Good practices from
other countries:

Policy: A number of countries

Initiatives taken by other gov-

have provided strategic guidance

As explained further below (sec-

ernments should serve as ex-

to their diplomatic staff to high-

tion 4.3), in the past few years,

amples to the Government of

light the importance of working

the Canadian Government has

Canada of how to adopt further

with local activists to ascertain

not been well represented at

measures to advance the human

the most effective ways to help

regional and global initiatives in

rights of LGBTI people globally.

advance the rights of LGBTI peo-

– or worse, are homophobic.33

Regional and global initiatives:

which LGBTI activists’ insights

ple. For example, the US Agency

are shared. Crucially, the cur-

Consultation with local activ-

for International Development

rent Canadian Government has

ists: Many countries have created

(USAID) has developed an LGBT

announced a renewed commit-

mechanisms to ensure that LGB-

Vision that acknowledges the im-

ment to multilateralism, which

TI activists’ voices are heard and

portance of “[a]ctively promoting

has

other

considered in crafting relevant

the involvement in and owner-

things, into a commitment of

diplomatic strategies. Across Eu-

ship of development activities

approximately USD 12 million to

rope, a number of countries have

by an array of local stakeholders,

the Office of the UN High Com-

supported the integration of local

including LGBT individuals and

voices through initiatives ranging

LGBT CSOs [civil society organi-

translated,

among

Y
missioner for Human Rights.34
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zations].”37 The 2008 UK Foreign

TI people in their foreign policy

& Commonwealth Office toolkit

have relied extensively on multi-

on how to “promote the human

lateral and regional engagement.

rights of LGBT people” encour-

For example, in April 2013, Nor-

ages staff at UK diplomatic mis-

way and South Africa co-hosted

sions to engage with civil soci-

an international conference on

ety actors regarding the human

Human Rights, Sexual Orienta-

rights of LGBTI people at a local

tion and Gender Identity in Oslo,

level and further notes that LGB-

which brought together 200 par-

TI activists should be “included

ticipants from all regions to gath-

among human rights defenders

er support for the rights of LGB-

concerning whom the UK will

TI people at the Human Rights

lobby and will engage the sup-

Council.40 Collaboration through

port of other governments.”38

such forums can result in more

Similarly, EU guidelines on LGBTI

efficient and effective strategies

advocacy state that the EU’s ap-

for advancing the human rights

proach to advancing the human

of LGBTI people.

be informed by “consult[ing] and

Solidarity: British, Dutch, and

tak[ing] into account the views

U.S. diplomats, among others,

of the LGBTI community in the

are actively encouraged to par-

39

Why it matters:

Consistent, adequate funding is
required to support local LGBTI activists and organizations in
developing

effective

projects,

increasing their organizational effectiveness, and contributing to a
stronger domestic civil society.
Funding must include, but also

rights of LGBTI people should

ticipate in locally relevant Pride

countries concerned.”

4.2 FUNDING ORGANIZATIONS AROUND THE
WORLD AND IN CANADA
WORKING TO DEFEND
AND PROMOTE HUMAN
RIGHTS, INCLUDING THE
RIGHTS OF LGBTI PEOPLE.

events and in other cultural LGBRegional and global initiatives:

TI events to demonstrate publicly

As discussed below (section 4.3),

their support for, and solidarity

the majority of countries that ad-

with, local communities.

41

dress the human rights of LGB-

go beyond, creating LGBTI-specific project funding. Flexible
funding is required in order to
support movement building and
alliance building. Core funding
can be vital to ensuring the sustainability and long-term impact
of activists’ work in support of
the human rights of LGBTI people.

”FUNDING IS A CRUCIAL COMPONENT OF THE
WORK DONE BY ACTIVISTS. PASSION,
DETERMINATION AND COURAGE ARE CRUCIAL
IN OUR FIGHT, BUT WITHOUT MONEY NOTHING CAN BE ACHIEVED. DONORS SHOULD LOOK
BEYOND FINANCING ONLY PROJECT ACTIVITIES, BUT ALSO LOOK AT ASSISTING WITH CORE
FUNDING, WITHOUT WHICH ORGANIZATIONS
CANNOT EXIST. ACTIVISTS CANNOT SURVIVE
ON PASSION ALONE.” – RICKY NATHANSON, AFRICAN

Y

TRANS* FORUM, MEMBER OF THE ALL AFRICA TRANS COMMITTEE
AND FOUNDER OF TRANS RESEARCH, EDUCATION, ADVOCACY,
AND TRAINING (TREAT)

RICKY NATHANSON
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Further, as the McLeod Group’s

is now Global Affairs Canada.

2013 report noted, it is essential

In 2014, available data suggests

to mainstream LGBTI issues across
donor countries’ international development programming and foreign policy. For example, LGBTI
people are often at disproportionate risk of gender-based violence,
HIV, homelessness, human trafficking, and poverty; as a result, programming related to these areas
should integrate an LGBTI lens in
order to ensure that such programming reaches some of the most
42

marginalized populations.

Where Canada stands:

Financial assistance: Writing in
2012, the St. Lucian LGBT activist (then based in Toronto), Akim
Larcher noted that Canada has
yet to emerge as “a leader on
LGBT human rights issues. Unlike countries such as the Netherlands, France, Spain, Germany,
Sweden, Norway, the US, and the
UK, who to one extent or another
fund LGBT civil society groups,
the Canadian International Development Agency [now a branch
within Global Affairs Canada], by
contrast, places gay rights in the
“closet” and makes sexuality invisible throughout its programs
43

and projects.”

Since this time, we have seen
some moderate improvements
in Canada’s funding of LGBTI hu-

Y

man rights organizations through

the diplomatic budget of what

that Canadian diplomatic missions abroad provided at least 40
organizations in over 30 countries
with a total of $886,000 to support the human rights of LGBTI
people through the Canada Fund
44

for Local Initiatives,

a $14-mil-

lion pot of funding designed to
assist local non-profit organizations in designing small projects
related to democratic governance, human rights, and rule
of law. Canadian diplomatic missions in countries such as Burma/
Myanmar, Estonia, Latvia, Malaysia, South Africa and Vietnam
have used these funds to help advance the human rights of LGBTI
people. Evidently, there are also
instances in which local Embassies and High Commissions have
supported LGBTI organizations
but have not disclosed this publicly on account of the associated

Vietnam.45 In addition to these

outputs, according to ICS Project
Manager Nguyen Hai Yen, “the

project played an important role
in keeping the momentum and
solidarity within the LGBT community to advocate for the Civil Code
revision relating to the rights of
transgender people. In December 2015, the National Assembly
of Vietnam passed the Amended
Civil Code, which will take effect
from January 1st, 2017. The law
allows transgender individuals to
have SRS [sex reassignment surgery] in Vietnam and change their
gender marker on legal identification after the surgery.”

46

The

Embassy of Canada also funded
Nguyen Hai Yen’s participation
in the WorldPride Human Rights
Conference in Canada in 2014,
enabling her to connect and
share strategies with other activists from around the world.

political risks.

Mainstreaming

A compelling example of the im-

While Global Affairs Canada’s

pact of such funding can be seen
in Vietnam, where the Embassy of
Canada sponsored a USD 24,000
project entitled “LGBT rights are
human rights: Building capacity to sustain the movement for
LGBT human rights at the national and local levels.” The project
enabled the ICS Centre (a Vietnamese LGBT organization) to
expand its outreach work to an
additional 15 provinces through
an online campaign, a Diversity
Festival, and the dissemination of
research about LGBT issues in
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LGBTI

47

issues

within development funding:
funding for LGBTI programming
through the Canada Fund for
Local Initiatives is noteworthy,
much work remains to be done.
At present, there is no evidence
to suggest that Canada’s international development funding
(which is distinct from the diplomatic funds made available
to and through Canada’s High
Commissions and Embassies) has
been expanded to explicitly include the human rights of LGBTI
people. Instead, funding appears

LOGO FOR THE CANADIAN-GOVERNMENT SPONSORED PROJECT “EMBRACING
LGBT RIGHTS” IN VIETNAM. CREDIT: ICS CENTRE (WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICSVN)

to be limited to the flexible but

sive of LGBTI populations. Hence,

generous development donor, in

short-term, one-off funds made

while

evidence

2014 Canada’s percentage con-

available through the Canada

suggests that LGBTI individuals are

tribution of GDP to overseas de-

Fund for Local Initiatives. As a re-

likely to be affected by phenom-

sult, the Government of Canada

ena like gender-based violence

has been unable to fund activists

or HIV,

and organizations in implement-

to suggest that Canada’s de-

ing the multi-year programs that

velopment portfolios in these

are required for lasting change

areas

to take place. Further, global

steps to ensure that these pro-

LGBTI programming on the part

grams

of Canadian NGOs, such as ARC

become

International’s work at the UN,

communities around the world.

the Canadian HIV/AIDS Legal
Network’s work in the Caribbean,

substantive

48

there is little evidence

have
are

Overseas

taken

adequate

mainstreamed

accessible

to

development

to

LGBTI

assis-

velopment assistance placed the
country 16th among the OECD’s
28 donor countries for whom data
was available.50 Canada’s funding
for international democracy, governance, and human rights programming fell by 28 per cent between 2008/2009 and 2013/2014
alone.51 The current Government
of Canada has pledged a commitment to boost overseas development assistance; however, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau

Egale Canada’s work in Monte-

tance: Further, Canada’s overall

negro, Equitas’ work in Haiti, and

commitment to international de-

cerns that the UN target of 0.7%

velopment has reached alarmingly

may be “too ambitious.” 52

Oxfam Canada’s work in Pakistan,
Zimbabwe, and South Africa, has

has also recently expressed con-

low levels in recent years. In 2015,
Canada’s official development as-

Anti-discrimination

sistance rested at less than 0.28%

Finally, there is some evidence to

of overall GDP – far below the

suggest that direct public funding

UN target of 0.7% originally pro-

and the subsidization of Canadian

posed by former Canadian Prime

charitable organizations may have

Minister Lester B. Pearson in 1969

supported Canadian civil society

and repeatedly re-endorsed at the

organizations and foreign organi-

highest level at development and

opment funding has also meant

zations that have attempted to ad-

international aid conferences.49

vocate for intolerance, hatred, and

that Canada’s development pro-

While

previously

discrimination toward LGBTI peo-

gramming is unlikely to be inclu-

been recognized as a relatively

ple by lobbying foreign govern-

been largely funded by foreign
governments and private donors
with little or no support from the
Canadian government.
The omission of LGBTI issues within Canada’s international devel-

Y

Canada

had
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provisions:

THE JUDGES’ CHOICE FOR BEST PHOTOGRAPH IN A COMPETITION THAT
ICS COORDINATED WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT. 
ICS CENTRE (WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICSVN)

Y
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ments to adopt anti-LGBTI laws.53

and through the European Exter-

Below is a small sampling of the

Further research and transparency

nal Action Service.55

breadth and depth of projects re-

is required in order to ensure that

While comprehensive data is not

lated to LGBTI rights that donor

funding does not inadvertent-

available for all countries, there

ly support organizations actively

are examples from several coun-

countries have sponsored in re-

working to undermine the human

tries that illustrate that substan-

rights of LGBTI people.

tive funding has been dedicated

Good practices from
other countries:

Financial assistance: A number of

to the advancement of human
rights and development for LGBTI
communities. In 2010, the Swedish

International

Development

cent years:
• “Being LGBT in Asia – Phase
2,” focused on strengthening LGBTI civil society in
China, Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand (joint
contributions by the Embas-

countries have emerged as inno-

Agency (SIDA) committed USD

vative and collaborative funders

5,068,800 to LGBTI programming

of global human rights program-

internationally and the Norwegian

USAID, and UNDP: USD

ming for LGBTI people. For exam-

Ministry of Foreign Affairs commit-

8,000,000)60

ple, within recent years, at least

ted USD 2,123,200.56 From July

• “Improving LGBT rights

two funds have been developed

2012-December 2013, USAID and

in South Asia through

to advance the human rights of

several Swedish organizations invested USD 11 million in program-

strengthening CSOs”

LGBTI people globally: the “Fund
for Human Rights, Sexual Orien-

ming to support the work of local

tation, and Gender Identity,” led

LGBT organizations abroad,57 and

by France, and, most notably, the

Sweden has pledged an addition-

“Global Equality Fund” – a collab-

al USD 11,000,000 to support the

oration of various governments,

Global Development Partnership

foundations,

corporations

in 2015 and 2016.58 Since 2010,

managed by the U.S. Department

the Netherlands has funded over

of State. Both of these funds bring

50 projects focused on the human

together public and private actors

rights of LGBTI people via the

to support local initiatives that ad-

Dutch NGO Hivos alone.59

and

sy of Sweden in Bangkok,

[Civil Society Organizations]
(contribution by Swedish
International Development
Agency – USD 2,428,600)61
• Promoting and Protecting
Human Rights of Sexual Minorities in Pakistan,
Zimbabwe, and South Africa
(project coordinated by
Oxfam Canada, contribution
by the Ministry of Foreign

vance the human rights of LGBTI
people. Additionally, in 2013,

Affairs of the Netherlands:

USAID built the LGBT Global De-

USD 2,401,100)62

velopment Partnership with ap-

• Core funding support for

proximately 30 resource partners

the Turkish NGO Kaos

(including NGOs, governments

(contribution by the Swedish

and corporations). This USD 16

International Development

million, four-year public-private

Agency – USD 1,585,100)63

partnership spans 15 countries

• Consolidating the Move-

and supports work to advance hu-

ment for the Human Rights

man rights as well as LGBTI entre-

of LGBTI people and the

preneurship.54 Additionally, sever-

Fight Against Homophobia

al projects aimed at defending the

in Haiti (project coordinated

rights of LGBTI people have been

by Equitas, contribution by

Y

supported by the EU through the

the European Union: USD

European Instrument for Democ-

863,700)64

racy and Human Rights (EIDHR)
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Mainstreaming LGBTI issues

Anti-discrimination provisions:

and Enforcement of Human

within development funding:

Additionally,

Rights of Colombia’s LGBT

These funding commitments are

have taken explicit measures to

Community” (contribution

also complemented by policies

ensure that government funding

by the European Union: USD

and research that acknowledge

is not used to promote intolerance

848,600)65

how and why the human rights

and discrimination against LGBTI

of LGBTI people should be

people. For example, Norway’s

Authorities in Development”

mainstreamed into international

embassy guidelines state that Nor-

(designed to promote

development assistance. For

wegian foreign missions should

gender and sexual diversity

example, the Swedish Interna-

“refrain from supporting organi-

in China; contribution by

tional Development Cooperation

zations that promote attitudes or

the European Union: USD

Agency has been at the forefront

activities that are hostile to LGBT

773,600

of mainstreaming LGBTI issues in

people,”75 and USAID has recom-

their aid sector, as can be seen in

mended that recipients of USAID

velopment Programme for

their 2007-2009 Action Plan on

development contracts should not

East Africa: Kenya, Uganda,

Sexual Orientation and Gender

discriminate.76 More significantly,

Tanzania, Burundi and Rwan-

Identity.71 The Swedish model is

the EU explicitly prohibits discrim-

da” (contribution by Ministry

also noteworthy insofar as the

ination on the basis of sexual ori-

of Foreign Affairs of the

human rights of LGBTI people

entation or gender identity in their

have been integrated into a

Socially Responsible Public Pro-

broader framework of sexual and

curement guidelines.77

• “Strengthening Defense

• “Non-State Actors and Local

)66

• “Ji-Sort: LGBT Capacity De-

Netherlands: USD 180,720)

67

• “Supporting LBT Human
Rights in Central America”

reproductive health and rights.72

(contribution by Ministry of

USAID has released an LGBT

Foreign Affairs of the Neth-

Vision, which demonstrates a

erlands: USD 203,300)68

strong awareness of how LGBT

• “Advancing the Human

human rights intersect with other

Rights of Trans People”

development priorities. During

(global project; contribu-

2013-2014, the UK Department

tion by Ministry of Foreign

for International Development

Affairs of the Netherlands:

(DfID) worked with civil society

USD 113,000)69

agencies to share practices on

• “Strengthening the Col-

how LGBT rights can be protect-

lectives of Sex Workers

ed through poverty reduction

and Sexual Minorities in

programming; in February of

Karnataka”(contribution by

2016, DfID released its official

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

approach on integrating the hu-

of the Netherlands: USD

man rights of LGBTI people into

67,800)70

its development programming.73
DfID has also funded the Institute for Development Studies’
research and toolkits regard-

Y

ing the intersections between
poverty, sexual orientation, and
gender identity.74
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several

countries

4.3 USING CANADA’S
DIPLOMATIC INFLUENCE
TO CLEARLY AND PUBLICLY
DEFINE A COMMITMENT
TO THE HUMAN RIGHTS
OF LGBTI PEOPLE IN CANADA’S BROADER FOREIGN
POLICY, INCLUDING WITH
RESPECT TO INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Why it matters:

Publicly and behind the scenes,
international diplomacy can support governments, organizations,
and communities in advancing
the human rights of LGBTI people. In 2009, Rwanda chose not
to enact a law criminalizing consensual same-sex relations, in
part because of the international
community’s criticism of the proposal.78 During that same year,
the Nicaraguan government col-

laborated with Norway and the

bill during an Inter-Parliamentary

United States in developing the

Union meeting in 2012, Ugandan

position of “Sexual Diversity Om-

parliamentary speaker, Rebecca

budsman,” responsible for moni-

Kadaga, replied that “If homo-

toring and upholding the human

sexuality is a value for the peo-

rights

of

79

individuals.

ple of Canada, they should not

These

initiatives

LGBTI

demonstrate

seek to force Uganda to embrace

just how influential and effective

it;” she also pledged to try and

multiple forms of diplomacy can

pass the bill before December as

be, while also highlighting sev-

a “Christmas gift” to Ugandans.

eral principles (such as partner-

In response, she was met with a

ship and the need for discretion

thunderous welcome from sever-

in some instances) that can help

al hundred supporters at Ugan-

increase the effectiveness of dip-

da’s Entebbe airport upon her

lomatic efforts.

return.81 While public criticisms

ACTIVISTS AT MUMBAI PRIDE, INCLUDING
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE CANADIAN CONSULATE.
CREDIT: KARIM LADAK

may be an effective diplomatic

Where Canada
stands:

tool to use in some particular cir-

Training: However, we did not

cumstances, this anecdote sug-

find any evidence to suggest

Bilateral diplomatic

gests that “loud” diplomacy can

that High Commissions and Em-

engagement: During the last

also sometimes backfire despite

bassies are consistently provided

few years of the Harper govern-

good intentions. Such actions

with adequate training, resourc-

ment’s time in office, government

should in all cases be scrutinized

es, or support in their efforts to

officials did speak out against

for risks and consequences, and

integrate the human rights of

laws criminalizing LGBTI people,

local LGBTI communities’ insights

LGBTI people into their diplo-

including by condemning Ugan-

should always be weighed into

matic work. While training on the

da’s new anti- homosexuality law

decision-making on such issues.

human rights of LGBTI people is

(ultimately adopted in 2014, al-

included in an advanced human

though later invalidated on pro-

Given the delicate and contest-

rights training course, there is no

cedural grounds by the courts)

ed nature of LGBTI organizing in

evidence to suggest that these

and Russia’s new federal law

many contexts, some of Canada’s

trainings have reached a sub-

in 2013 against “promotion of

diplomatic engagement on the

stantive number of Global Affairs

non-traditional sexual relations”

human rights of LGBTI people

Canada staff. Global Affairs Can-

(commonly referred to as the law

is inevitably and rightfully con-

ada does have one official with a

against

ducted with discretion. Some

portfolio focused on LGBTI issues.

so-called

homosexual
there

Embassy and High Commission

This is noteworthy, but is also not

is no evidence to suggest that

staff have demonstrated an ex-

sufficient to adequately support

these actions were taken on the

ceptionally nuanced understand-

the range of work required within

basis of consultation with local

ing of how to most effectively

Global Affairs Canada to support

activists. Further, in the case of

support the human rights of LGB-

the human rights of LGBTI peo-

Minister Baird’s criticism of Ugan-

TI people, and these efforts are

ple. A group of policy advisors is

da, it appears that these diplo-

less well known precisely because

needed to ensure that Canadian

matic efforts backfired: follow-

they fail to make headlines.

missions are provided with up-to-

propaganda).

80

However,

Y
ing Minister Baird’s criticism of

date information and to enable

Uganda’s horrific “Kill the Gays”

the Government of Canada to
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effectively engage with the range

Canada has yet to join key LGBTI

been trained and made aware

of international organizations and

global rights initiatives, such as

of USAID’s new LGBTI policy.90

human rights bodies in which the

the UN LGBT Core Group and

human rights of LGBTI people are

the Fund for Global Equality.87

Many of these countries have underscored the importance of con-

being discussed.82
Recent efforts on the part of

sidering the full range of possible

Multilateral diplomatic

the current government suggest

diplomatic responses to LGBTI

engagement: The Government

that Canada is determined to

human rights violations. They

of Canada has raised concerns

re-emerge as a well-respected

have also highlighted that puni-

regarding the human rights of

multilateral

committed

tive actions like donor sanctions

LGBTI people in various interna-

to human rights. For example,

or official condemnations may

tional forums, including the Or-

the speech by the Foreign Af-

prove effective in some contexts,

ganization for Security and Coop-

fairs Minister at the UN Human

but that alternative strategies

player

eration in Europe and meetings

Rights Council in early 2016

may often be deemed more suit-

of the Commonwealth, where the

reiterated

Canada’s

able on the part of local activists.

Harper government denounced

ment

multilateralism

and

Alternatives to punitive action

the criminalization of consen-

human rights, including the hu-

can include supporting human

sual same-sex sexual relations

man rights of LGBTI people.88

rights defenders and their allies

83

within

many

countries.

84

Commonwealth

However, the Harper

government’s widely discussed

to

commit-

Good practices from
other countries:

directly (with funding and, when
strategic, with public demonstrations of support), holding private

Training: Many countries that ad-

bilateral meetings with heads of

er multilateral forums, such as

vance the human rights of LGBTI

state and/or government and

the UN, weakened its influence

people within their foreign policy

diplomatic staff regarding viola-

in multilateral diplomacy, as was

have strengthened their capacity

tions of LGBTI people’s human

perhaps best evidenced by Can-

to do this work well by providing

rights, and attending the trials of

ada’s failure to win its bid for a

training to diplomats, develop-

LGBTI individuals who have been

seat in the UN Security Council

ment workers and other staff. For

incarcerated.91

Moreover, the previ-

example, the EU, Norway, the

ous Conservative government’s

United Kingdom, and the Unit-

Learning: Several countries have

prioritization of trade policy over

ed States have each developed

also

other mechanisms of diplomatic

detailed manuals on the human

leadership in documenting and

influence, such as official devel-

rights of LGBTI people and, as

advancing a learning agenda in

opment assistance, may have

in the case of the Netherlands

order to better inform foreign

also served to hamper its ability

and Sweden, training programs

policy in relation to the human

to effectively advance the human

on the effective advancement of

rights of LGBTI people. In 2011,

rights of LGBTI people.86 Cana-

LGBTI people’s human rights.89

the United States’ Bureau of Af-

da has made recommendations

The United States has also de-

rican Affairs compiled a compre-

pertaining to the human rights

veloped training related to the

hensive review of every country’s

of LGBTI people during the UN

human rights of LGBTI people

LGBT context in order to guide

Human Rights Council’s Univer-

for USAID staff; as of 2014, over

US diplomats’ work across the

sal Periodic Reviews. However,

a thousand staff members had

continent.92 The European Union

disengagement from various oth-

in 2010.

85

Y
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demonstrated

significant

Agency for Fundamental Rights

Rights Council have played an im-

cluding one calling for the revo-

(FRA) has commissioned excellent

portant role in advancing LGBTI

cation of laws criminalizing LGBTI

research that examines discrim-

people’s human rights through

persons within the EU.100 Since

ination against LGBTI persons

initiatives such as the adoption of

2008, the OAS General Assembly

across the European Union, and

the first UN resolution on human

has adopted an annual resolution

the British Department for Inter-

rights violations based on sexual

on sexual orientation and gender

national Development (DFID) has

orientation and gender identity

identity, which has condemned

funded research with the Institute

in 2011,

followed by another

acts of violence and human rights

for Development Studies regard-

landmark resolution in 2014.97

violations and has called on states

ing ways to achieve LGBT equali-

Additionally, over 45 UN member

to prevent and investigate these

ty globally.

states have utilized the UN Hu-

acts.101

man Right Council’s Universal Pe-

wealth, support for the human

A

riodic Reviews of member states

rights of LGBTI people has been

number of countries have col-

as a platform through which to

acknowledged through a number

laborated to advance the human

engage other states in dialogue

of speeches102 and through the

rights of LGBTI people through

on the human rights of LGBTI

new 2013 Commonwealth Char-

intergovernmental forums such

people; several countries (as well

ter, which commits the Common-

as the United Nations, the Euro-

as NGOs) have also supported lo-

wealth to “equality and respect

pean Union, and the Common-

cal LGBTI activists in raising their

for all without discrimination on

wealth. Within the UN in New

98

concerns via these channels.

any grounds” (although it does

York,

93

94

Multilateral

engagement:

96

Within

the

Common-

group

In the European Union, member

not explicitly refer to sexual ori-

known as the LGBT Core Group

states have also integrated re-

entation, gender identity or ex-

has emerged as a forum to ad-

porting on the human rights of

pression, or intersex status).103

dress LGBTI matters at the glob-

LGBTI people into Annual Prog-

al level. At present, the LGBT

ress Reports for countries being

Finally, in 2014 the African Com-

Core Group includes Argentina,

considered as candidates for EU

mission on Human and Peoples’

Australia, Brazil, Chile, Colom-

membership. Regionally, coun-

Rights adopted a “Resolution

bia, Croatia, El Salvador, France,

tries such as Argentina, Colom-

on the Protection Against Vio-

Israel, Japan, Montenegro, The

bia, and the United States have

lence and Other Human Rights

Netherlands, New Zealand, Nor-

raised issues of LGBTI people’s

Violations Against Persons on

way, Uruguay, the United King-

human rights through their in-

the Basis of their Real or Imput-

dom, and the United States, as

volvement within regional bod-

ed Sexual Orientation or Gender

well as the European Union, the

ies such as the Organization of

Identity,” which condemned the

Office of the High Commissioner

American States (OAS), the In-

increasing incidence of violence

for Human Rights, Human Rights

ter-American Commission on Hu-

and other human rights violations

Watch, and the OutRight Action

man Rights, and the Pan-Ameri-

and called on countries to pro-

International (formerly the Inter-

can Health Organization.

hibit and punish such violence,

a

cross-regional

99

as well as to ensure proper inves-

national Gay and Lesbian Human
Following

The EU Parliament has passed a

tigations and the prosecution of

significant efforts by civil society,

series of resolutions on the hu-

perpetrators.104

member states of the UN Human

man rights of LGBTI people, in-

Rights Commission).

95
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Engagement with civil society:

whole- of-government approach

A number of countries have in-

to addressing the human rights

vested in building relationships

of LGBTI people globally,108 and

with civil society organizations fo-

Secretary Clinton’s 2010 Qua-

cused on advancing LGBTI peo-

drennial Diplomacy and Devel-

ple’s human rights. For example,

opment Review explicitly sought

the UK Department for Interna-

to promote greater collaboration

tional Development is a regis-

between USAID and the U.S.

tered member with the Interna-

State Department with respect to

tional Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,

the human rights of LGBTI peo-

Trans and Intersex Association.

ple.

105

109

The US State Department has
collaborated closely with the civil

4.4 SUPPORTING REFUGEES

society organization, the Council

AND FACILITATING ASYLUM

for Global Equality, in coordinat-

IN CANADA FOR LGBTI PEO-

ing events and exchanging policy

PLE FLEEING PERSECUTION

ideas. Similarly, Norway collaborates with the National Association for Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals,

Why it matters:

Canada has international and

and Transgender People (LLH)

constitutional obligations to sup-

and the Netherlands works close-

port refugees and to facilitate

ly with the LGBT organisation

asylum for LGBTI people.110 In

COC Nederland, among other

light of the substantive scale of

civil society actors.106 At the EU

human rights violations that LGB-

level, civil society organizations

TI people face globally, many are

are now formally included in

forced to flee their countries of

preparations for and debriefing

origin. When they do so, these

of the Human Rights Dialogues

LGBTI refugees often face double

that the EU holds with over thirty

marginalization: as forcibly dis-

non-EU countries.

placed persons, they encounter

107

the uncertainties and risks that
Cross-departmental collabora-

refugees navigate in the process

tion: Finally, several governments

of seeking asylum. Moreover, as

have taken measures to foster

LGBTI individuals, these refugees

internal cross-departmental col-

face persecution and isolation

laboration on advancing the hu-

among other refugees. Activists

man rights of LGBTI people. For

are often at particular risk at ev-

example,

Obama’s

ery stage of this process in light

Presidential

of these individuals’ visibility and

Memorandum on LGBTI human

the threat of persecution and vio-

rights called for a cross-agency,

lence that this may entail.

December

President
2011
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Where Canada stands:

For many years, the Canadian
government’s

stance

towards

LGBTI asylum seekers was lauded internationally as a model.
In 1993, Canada became one of
the first countries in the world
to extend refugee protection on
the basis of sexual orientation or
gender identity.111 Today, Canada
is one of approximately 40 countries that, consistent with the UN
High Commissioner for Refugees’
guidelines, have granted asylum
to individuals on the basis of persecution because of sexual orientation or gender identity. 112
In 2011, the federal government
partnered with the Rainbow Refugee Committee in Vancouver in
pledging $100,000 to develop a
pilot project that supports LGBTI
refugees; subsequently, the Rainbow Refugee Assistance Program
was expanded with the support
of Rainbow Railroad in Toronto
and the Rainbow Refugee Association of Nova Scotia.113 With
secured funding from the federal government slated to expire
in 2017, these programs require
longer-term financing in order
to continue to provide effective
services. Further, much more
substantive funding is required
in order to ensure that LGBTI refugees receive the quality of service and support that they need
and deserve.

More broadly, Canada’s leader-

the previous government’s pro-

and no information is provided

ship in LGBTI refugee policy has

visions that government-assisted

regarding the verification of their

been eclipsed as other countries

refugees need to be referred by

claims of persecution based on

develop stronger supports/pro-

the UNHCR or a designated re-

their sexual orientation or gen-

cesses for LGBTI asylum-seekers

ferral organization creates an ad-

der identity. This makes it difficult

and as recent changes to Cana-

ditional hurdle for LGBTI refugee

for private sponsorship groups to

da’s refugee regime hinder Cana-

claimants since none of Canada’s

assess the fit of the refugee for

da’s compliance with internation-

LGBTI refugee organizations have

their group. Additionally, some

al standards. As will be detailed

designated referral status.

Sim-

private sponsorship groups have

below, substantive changes are

ilar provisions within the BVOR

experienced

needed in order to ensure that

program decrease the chances

the refugee’s gender identity or

Canada is adequately respecting

of LGBTI refugees being placed

sexual orientation does not align

the rights of LGBTI refugee claim-

on this list, since many LGBTI

with the information they were

ants.

asylum-seekers may understand-

given about the refugee before

ably feel hesitant to disclose their

agreeing to sponsorship.117

115

situations

where

Barriers to arriving safely in

sexual orientation and/or gender

Canada: The Canadian govern-

identity to UNHCR officials in a

Processing wait times overseas

ment’s resettlement programs

third country.116 Canadian LGB-

also presents a substantial bur-

include government-assisted ref-

TI refugee organizations are not

den: having a Canadian visa pro-

ugees, privately sponsored ref-

consulted in developing these

cessed at Canadian visa offices

ugees, and refugees sponsored

lists, which is unfortunate for at

around the world generally en-

through the Blended Visa-Office

least two reasons. First, these or-

tails a wait time of at least one

Referred (BVOR) program creat-

ganizations liaise regularly with

year, and in many cases these

ed in 2013, which combines part-

LGBTI refugee claimants around

wait times can take many years

nership between the UN High

the world and are well positioned

more.118 In the words of a recent

Commissioner for Refugees (UN-

to provide recommendations re-

report by Envisioning Global

HCR), the Government of Cana-

garding eligible claimants. Sec-

LGBT Human Rights, funded by

da, and private sponsors.

ondly, when cases are referred to

the Social Sciences and Human-

114

private sponsors under the BVOR

ities Research Council (SSHRC),

Across these programs, LGBTI

program, very little information

“[f]or LGBT asylum seekers, many

refugees are disadvantaged in

on the refugee is provided to the

of who may be in a country of ref-

a number of ways. For example,

sponsorship agreement holder

uge no safer than their country

“PREJUDICES DON’T DISAPPEAR WHEN ONE CROSSES
THE BORDERS, THOSE WHO ARE PERSECUTED IN THEIR
HOME COUNTRIES FOR BEING GAY ARE ALSO BEING
TARGETED IN REFUGEE SHELTERS...”–(MICHAEL GLAS,

Y

FLIEDERLICH ASSOCIATION, IN CHARGE OF FIRST LGBT SHELTER IN GERMANY)
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of origin and who may be under

viduals.122 Asylum-seekers from

their likelihood of submitting a

constant danger of their identity

DCOs are not granted access

successful claim.124

being exposed, 2 to 5 years may

to appeals through the Refugee

as well be an eternity.”

Appeals Division and their claims

Further, LGBTI refugee claim-

119

are processed in a shorter time

ants face particular challenges

Finally, the process to apply

frame than those of asylum-seek-

related to “proving” one’s sexual

through Canada’s private spon-

ers from non-DCO countries.

orientation and/or gender iden-

sorship

years

While there is a need to ensure

tity, particularly given that many

for refugees. Given that private

program

takes

processing of asylum claims in a

claimants had hidden their LGBTI

sponsors are not able to spon-

timely fashion once they are filed,

identity in their country of origin

sor someone within the asylum

such drastic curtailing of the time

for safety reasons. For some claim-

seeker’s original country, this can

available for putting together a

ants, the categorization of sexual

mean that refugees are forced

properly substantiated claim for

orientation, gender identity, and

to wait in dangerous third coun-

asylum-seekers from supposedly

gender expression as “LGBTI”

In the case of Syrian ref-

“safe” countries on the DOC list

might be foreign, with the result

ugees, Canada’s ability to quickly

must be revisited. In early 2016,

that claimants are not knowl-

resettle 25,000 refugees through

the Minister of Immigration, Ref-

edgeable about how to articu-

combining private and govern-

ugees and Citizenship noted con-

late their status. Bisexual asylum

ment sponsorship has been laud-

cerns that the DCO list may be

seekers and asylum seekers with

ed internationally as a model for

unconstitutional, which presents

children often face an even great-

tries.

120

other countries to adopt ; ef-

a welcome shift from the previous

er level of incredulity on account

forts should be made to expand

government’s stance. However,

of stereotypical assumptions re-

the success of this program in or-

as of this writing in April 2016, no

garding how an LGBTI claimant

der to expedite arrival into Can-

clear commitment to dismantling

“should” behave and identify.125

ada of other vulnerable groups,

this list or reforming its proce-

such as LGBTI refugees.

dure has been advanced.123

Designated Countries of Or-

Legal aid: For those refugee

igin: Critically, the 2012 intro-

claimants that do arrive in Can-

duction of legal restrictions in

ada, their ability to access legal

the case of persons fleeing from

aid has been compromised by

a Designated Country of Origin

the shorter timeline in which they

(DCO) has created a barrier to

must submit their claim and, in

resettlement that is criticized for

some provinces, by changes to

violating international guidelines.

legal aid at a provincial level. For

DCOs are nations that the Minis-

example, the Envisioning Report

ter designates as being generally

mentioned

“safe.” However, countries that

how changes in 2012 to Legal Aid

are deemed generally “safe” may

Ontario have undermined claim-

not be safe for particular minori-

ants’ ability to access legal coun-

ty groups, including LGBTI indi-

sel, which substantially reduces

121

above

documents
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CAPTION: SOME OF THE PARTNERS AND STAFF
AFFILIATED WITH THE ENVISIONING PROJECT.
CREDIT: ENVISIONING.

LGBTI sensitivity training: A

Civil society organizations that

Metropolitan Community Church

growing body of Federal Court

support LGBTI refugees are fre-

of Toronto, Rainbow Railroad in

case law has chastised in-Canada

quently underfunded and under-

Toronto, the Rainbow Refugee

decision makers for applying ste-

staffed. Funding for integration

Association of Nova Scotia, the

reotypes and insensitivity to LGB-

and support services appears

Rainbow Refugee Committee in

TI claims; it can be presumed that

to be restricted to those whose

Vancouver, Reaching Out Win-

such stereotypes would be even

claims are accepted, with the

nipeg, and The 519 (a Toronto

more widespread in overseas de-

result

claimants

community centre with extensive

cisions in which claimants are not

going through the process are

programing for the LGBTI com-

While

particularly vulnerable and un-

munity).

Canadian asylum decision-makers

der-supported. Necessary social

do receive some LGBTI sensitiv-

services like healthcare, mental

ity training upon being appoint-

health services, and counselling

ed, Egale Canada, Envisioning

have never been adequately ac-

Global LGBT Human Rights, and

cessible, and have become even

al: In recognition of the securi-

Rainbow Railroad have all artic-

less so in recent years. The fed-

ty risks faced by refugees and

ulated a need for more compre-

eral government’s restoration (in

asylum seekers from vulnerable

hensive and ongoing training.

part), in April 2016, of healthcare

groups, several countries have in-

coverage for refugee and asy-

stituted expedited visa processes

Financial/practical support: In

lum-seekers to pre-2012 levels

to help ensure that these individ-

addition to the many obstacles

represents an important step

uals can make their way to safety.

LGBTI asylum- seekers face in

towards

Canadian

In the United States, for example,

navigating the claim process,

refugee policy with our constitu-

a small number of refugees and

these asylum-seekers also face

tion and with international stan-

asylum-seekers are able to bypass

woefully

financial

dards.128 However, much more

the UNHCR through direct refer-

and practical supports. Difficulty

work is needed to ensure that

rals to the US Refugee Admis-

in accessing safe housing is an

refugees and asylum seekers are

sions Program by embassies or

extremely

adequately supported.

by designated non-governmen-

represented by counsel.

126

inadequate

common

challenge

that

refugee

re-aligning

Good practices from
other countries:

Bridging barriers for safe arriv-

tal organizations. Additionally, a

facing many LGBTI refugees or
and has serious

Engagement with civil society:

number of countries have intro-

implications for these individuals’

In order for training and service

duced emergency interventions

safety and mental health. Many

provision to be conducted ef-

to ensure that individuals who

LGBTI refugees and asylum-seek-

fectively, in-depth consultations

may not qualify for asylum or as

ers feel unsafe in shelters and are

with civil society organizations

refugees are temporarily allowed

unable to rely on family or com-

that work on LGBTI asylum claims

to stay in a country in cases of a

munity support networks for as-

is sorely needed.

Numerous

true emergency. For example,

sistance in accessing housing or

such organizations exist in Can-

the Netherlands hosts a “Shel-

resources. These problems are

ada, including (but not limited

ter City Initiative,” in which hu-

compounded by the fact that

to) AGIR in Montreal, the Black

man rights defenders can obtain

reliable employment can be elu-

Coalition for AIDS Prevention,

three-month temporary shelter in

sive for LGBTI refugees and asy-

Capital Rainbow Refuge, Egale

one of six cities. Norway grants

lum-seekers.

Canada Human Rights Trust, the

temporary residence permits on

asylum- seekers

127

129
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humanitarian grounds, and EU

that refugees and asylum-seek-

regularly provide staff members

guidelines encourage member

ers fleeing legitimate fears of

of the Swedish Migration Board

states to issue emergency visas

persecution based on real or per-

with training on sexual orienta-

to human rights defenders at risk.

ceived sexual orientation will be

tion and gender identity.138 The

Finally, the European Commis-

disadvantaged.135 In Belgium and

U.S. Bureau of Population, Refu-

sion for Democracy and Human

France, judicial authorities have

gees and Migration trains reset-

Rights and the U.S. State Depart-

called into question the designa-

tlement staff, program officers,

ment both offer emergency fund-

tion of some countries as “safe”

and refugee coordinators on the

ing for human rights defenders;

countries of origin. Further, the

challenges often faced by LGBT

among other eligible expenses,

UNHCR has stressed that includ-

refugees,139 in addition to pro-

these funds can be used to help

ing the right to appeal a decision

viding

offset travel costs if emergency

denying refugee status is vital

in UNHCR policies and manuals

relocation is necessary. 133

to the integrity of any system in

for staff.140 Finally, in response to

which some countries are cate-

a 2013 report by COC Nether-

Designated Countries of Origin:

gorically designated as “safe” – a

lands about the poor treatment

While Canada is not alone in its

provision that appears to be met

and discrimination faced by LGB-

controversial decision to adopt

by many countries, yet remains

TI refugees in the Netherlands,

a list of “designated countries

conspicuously absent in Canada’s

the government responded by

of origin,” these measures have

current regime.136

setting

been widely criticized and imple-

LGBT-specific

up

guidance

anti-discrimination

sessions for government inter-

mented differently in different

LGBTI sensitivity training: Ad-

viewers, as well as an anonymous

countries. For example, a recent

ditionally, a number of countries

complaint procedure at asylum

report by Asylum Information Da-

have acknowledged that igno-

centres.141

tabase found that 15 out of the

rance and stereotypes have im-

28 EU Member States apply a

peded LGBTI asylum seekers

Engagement with civil society:

“safe country of origin” concept

and refugees’ claims, and have

Another best practice related to

in their procedures, and seven

subsequently introduced or ex-

the advancement of the human

EU Member States have made

panded sensitivity training for

rights of LGBTI refugees and

national legal provisions to this

decision-makers. For example,

asylum-seekers involves in-depth

These provisions have

the UK Home Office instituted

collaboration with and the pro-

been accompanied by significant

mandatory training sessions on

vision of support to civil society

criticism. For example, a report

sexual orientation and gender

organizations, both in countries

by COC Nederland and Vrije Uni-

identity issues; the increased

from which people seek to flee

versity Amsterdam criticized the

awareness that resulted may have

as well as domestically. As the

Czech Republic, France, Germa-

contributed to an increase in the

previous

ny, Malta, Slovakia, Spain, Swit-

number of successful LGBTI refu-

ed, collaborations and dialogue

zerland, and the United Kingdom

gee claimants from 28 per cent in

with COC Netherlands and RFSL

for issuing “safe country of ori-

2009 to 37 per cent in 2013.137

enabled the Netherlands and

gin” lists that included countries

The Swedish Federation for Les-

Sweden, respectively, to better

in which same-sex sexual acts

bian, Gay, Bisexual, and Trans-

advance decision- makers’ abil-

are criminalized, with the result

gender Rights (RFSL) actively and

ity to make informed decisions

effect.

134
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paragraph

illustrat-

regarding asylum claims. The UK

civil society organizations, across

Government has stated its com-

Canada and around the world.

mitment to collaborating with the

In recent years, many countries,

Canada is well positioned to ad-

NGO Stonewall in order to refine

including

tak-

vance the human rights of LGB-

its processing of SOGI-related

en unprecedented and greatly

TI people globally. Our country

asylum claims.142 The U.S. State

needed steps to advance the

boasts civil society organizations

Department has also emerged as

human rights of LGBTI people bi-

that are active at the global lev-

a collaborator and funder of the

laterally, regionally, and through

el and are internationally recog-

Organization for Refuge, Asylum,

multilateral forums. Informed by

nized for their significant work in

and Migration (ORAM), which is

the work of civil society and the

advancing the human rights of

in the process of developing a

approaches of other countries

LGBTI people. Canada’s multicul-

suite of resources “that enhance

around the world, Canada can

turalism has facilitated networks

the quality and efficiency of de-

and should do more to demon-

between diaspora LGBT activ-

cision-making and build protec-

strate its international leader-

ists and communities around the

tion capacity in SOGI asylum

ship in strengthening the human

world. Finally, Canada is a mem-

and refugee cases.”143 Finally,

rights of LGBTI people. This re-

ber of a number of relevant mul-

the U.S. Office of Refugee Re-

port contributes to an ongoing

tilateral and international organi-

settlement awarded funding to

dialogue about Canada’s role in

zations through which the human

the Heartland Alliance to create

supporting LGBTI people’s hu-

rights of LGBTI individuals can be

the Rainbow Welcome Initiative,

man rights globally and we look

strengthened. These include the

which supports the resettlement

forward to further research and

Commonwealth, La Francopho-

of LGBT refugees and asylum

documentation of good practices

nie, the OAS, and UN agencies,

seekers.

in this increasingly important area

among others. Canada should

of international human rights pol-

build on its commitment to

5. Conclusion

icy development.

champion human rights globally

A clearer and stronger Canadian

We also note that most program-

human rights are an integral part

voice is needed on supporting

ming and policy work in support

of its foreign policy and actions at

human rights globally, includ-

of the human rights of LGBTI peo-

home and abroad.

ing the rights of LGBTI people.

ple have focused predominantly

The 22 recommendations outlined

on the rights of LGB individuals.

in the Dignity Initiative’s Call to

Far more research, programming,

Action (see Annex) are aimed at

and policy are required in order

strengthening Canada’s contri-

to ensure that human rights vio-

butions to that global project,

lations faced by trans individuals

through collaboration between

and intersex individuals, in par-

the Government of Canada and

ticular, are afforded the attention

144

Canada,

have

and concern that they deserve.

by ensuring that LGBTI people’s

Y

“AS AN INTERNATIONAL TRANS ACTIVIST, I FOLLOW
WHAT IS GOING ON IN CANADA AND I HOPE THAT
CANADA WILL BE A PARTNER WITH US IN FIGHTING
FOR TRANSGENDER RIGHTS AROUND THE WORLD.”
–KATH KHANGIPOON, THAI TRANSGENDER ALLIANCE
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CANADIAN MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH ASIAN
DIASPORA PARTICIPATING IN MUMBAI PRIDE
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A CALL
TOTOACTION
ANNEX:
A CALL
ACTION

HOW CANADA CAN DEFEND
AND PROMOTE HUMAN
RIGHTS FOR LGBTI PEOPLE
AROUND THE WORLD

R

ecent years have witnessed
Recent years have witnessed significant
significant progress in many
progress in many countries around the
countries
aroundof
the
in
world
in the realization
theworld
fundamental
the realization
of
the
fundamental
human
human rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
(LGBTI)
people,
rightstransgender
of lesbian,and
gay,intersex
bisexual,
transgenfrom
securing
decriminalization
of our
der and
intersex
(LGBTI)
people, from
sexuality
and protectionof
against
discrimsecuring
decriminalization
our sexuality
ination to achieving recognition for our
and protection against discrimination to
relationships and families.
achieving recognition for our relationships
and families.
But even where important gains have

been made on some fronts, the recogBut even where important gains have been
nition and protection of rights remains
made on some fronts, the recognition and
uneven. Trans people remain particularly
protection
of rights
uneven.
Trans
vulnerable,
and remains
often without
adequate
people
remain
particularly
vulnerable,
legal protection, while the rights of and
rarelylegal
receive
much
oftenintersex
withoutpeople
adequate
protection,
Meanwhile,
genderwhilediscussion
the rightsatofall.
intersex
people
rarely
based violence remains a reality for many
receive much discussion at all. MeanLBTI women, including violence motivated
while, gender-based violence remains a
by real or perceived sexual orientation,
reality for many LBTI women, including
gender identity or gender expression.
violence
motivated
by real
or ethnicity,
perceived
Factors
such as class,
race,
sexual
orientation,
gender
identity
or gen(dis)ability, HIV status, migrant status,
drug use, incarceration
andassex
work
der expression.
Factors such
class,
race,
often(dis)ability,
exacerbate the
vulnerability
of
ethnicity,
HIV
status, migrant
LGBTI people to discrimination,
status, drug use, incarceration and sex
violence and other human rights abuses.
work often exacerbate the vulnerability of
LGBTI people to discrimination, violence
Meanwhile, even as there is progress in
and other
rights
some human
countries,
thereabuses.
has been a backlash

in other places against basic human rights
for LGBTI
people.
These
Meanwhile,
even
as there
is troubling
progress in
are often
part aofbacklash
a broader
somedevelopments
countries, there
has been
pattern
of
human
rights
abuses
and
in other places against basic human rights
of scapegoating particular communities
for LGBTI people. These troubling develand suppressing civil society freedoms
opments are often part of a broader pattern
for political purposes. All too often,
of human
abuses,
of scapegoatthese rights
situations
reflectand
a broader
culture
ing particular
communities
and
suppressof corruption and impunity for
those
committing
a wide range
human
ing civil
society freedoms
forofpolitical
rightsAll
violations.
purposes.
too often, these situations
reflect a broader culture of corruption and
More than 80 countries or territories
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BACKGROUND TO THE
DIGNITY INITIATIVE

In March 2014, motivated by a commitment to
international solidarity against the backdrop
of a rash of new laws and acts of violence

targeting LGBTI people, dozens of civil society
groups Canada-wide issued an open letter to
the Minister of Foreign Affairs endorsing an
initial plan of action for Canada to play an

active and constructive role in supporting the

global protection and realization of the funda-

mental human rights of LGBTI people. In June
2014, the international Human Rights Confer-

ence at WorldPride in Toronto brought together
dozens of groups and hundreds of people from

across Canada and around the world. It further

highlighted the work that remains to be done in
Canada to secure full human rights, as well as
the struggle for basic human rights still faced

by LGBTI people elsewhere around the globe.
To build on these efforts, in 2015 a working
group of committed organizations and

individuals came together to launch the Dignity
Initiative, with the twin objectives of strengthening both international solidarity work by

Canadian civil society groups and Canada’s

foreign policy commitment to supporting the

realization of human rights for LGBTI people
internationally. The working group includes

representatives of organizations from around

Canada, and is committed, within the scope of
its resources, to a country-wide, collaborative

approach that involves and engages with groups
in every province and territory in pursuit of
these twin objectives.
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ADDRESSING HUMAN
RIGHTS HERE AT HOME
Strengthening Canada’s support for human

rights abroad for LGBTI people does not mean
that the fight for human rights here at home
is finished. Among other things, trans people
must enjoy explicit protection against discrimi-

CANADA’S ROLE IN
EXPORTING HOMOPHOBIA

nation and hate crimes in Canadian law, adequate and non-discriminatory health services,

Sadly, there are Canadian organizations and individuals who have not only
mobilized against the rights of LGBTI people in Canada, but have also promoted
hatred beyond our borders, including encouraging the retention or adoption
of anti-LGBTI laws in other countries. One way to act in solidarity with LGBTI
people around the world is to expose and challenge these organizations and
individuals in Canada.

and access to documents reflecting their identity properly. LGBTI youth still face harassment
and abuse, and high levels of homelessness and
poverty; they need safe services. So, too, do
LGBTI seniors. Canada has some of the most
egregious laws in the world unjustly criminalizing people living with HIV. Violence touches
the lives of at least one quarter of women in
Canada at some point, and some women - in
particular, Indigenous women – face even
higher rates. Racialized people face much
higher rates of policing and police violence, and
are disproportionately imprisoned. One of the
world’s most aggressive and expansive criminal
law regimes puts sex workers at greater risk
of harm. Asylum-seekers are denied essential
health care. The struggle for human rights is
universal; action abroad must be matched
by action at home.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CANADIAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
We call upon the Government of Canada to act, individually and in concert with other like-minded governments, to defend the fundamental
human rights of LGBTI people around the world. In particular, we call upon Canada to take the following actions, widely supported by Canadian
civil society and reflecting appeals from LGBTI advocates around the world facing hostility, criminalization, violence and discrimination:

REACH OUT to LGBTI activists
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in regional and global initiatives that work to
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amplify the voices of LGBTI activists around
initiatives that work to amplify the
the world.

voices of LGBTI activists around
the world.
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options for redirecting any such

funding
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promote
health (i.e.,
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HIV prevention
support
service
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that are
and care,
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reproductive
health
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address
the needs
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of LGBTI people, and to support
community advocacy efforts to

USE DIPLOMACY
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and publicly
protect the human
rights
of
define a commitment to the human rights of
LGBTI people.
LGBTI people in Canada’s broader foreign
policy,
including withLGBTI
respectrights
to international
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development.
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development
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processes,
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world.
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and evaluation mechanisms
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that
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size
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organizations, where appropriate,
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allreport
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will
on the extent to which
vary from region to region.

projects have worked with LGBTI
populations to protect and ad9. Use bilateral diplomatic engagement and
vance their well-being and rights.

dialogue with countries to pursue the repeal of
anti-LGBTI
laws
and
to discourage
countries
8. Ensure
that
LGBTI
rights are
sysfrom adopting
such
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tematically integrated into other
dialogue
about
the
benefits
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intersecting international developmoving beyond such persecution and instead
ment and human rights funding
fostering more inclusive societies based on the
programs, such as those to alleviate
principle that fundamental human rights are
poverty, protect against discriminato be universally enjoyed. Canada should be
tion, promote civil liberties, address
mindful that our existing and future trade
gender-based violence, and/or
relationships should not affect our commitpromote health (i.e., including HIV
ment to promoting human rights for LGBTI
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care, and
sexual
persons,
regardless and
of country
or region.

and reproductive health more
10. In broadly).
countries where there have been

significant violations of human rights of
USE DIPLOMACY to clearly and
LGBTI people, or adoption of new anti-LGBTI
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on how
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to
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thatnot
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all
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rights vary
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specific
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Use bilateral
engage11.9.Provide
tools and diplomatic
additional resources

ment and dialogue with countries

to pursue the repeal of anti-LGBTI

to support the work of Canadian diplomats
in advancing LGBTI rights as a clear foreign
policy objective. Develop guidance, such as a
manual, for use by Canadian embassies and
high commissions in supporting local LGBTI
human rights movements, including the
allocation of support from the Canada Fund
for Local Initiatives.
12. Introduce a federal task force bringing
together the Global Affairs Canada (GAC)
and other relevant departments to pursue and
implement a coordinated strategy to advance
the human rights of LGBTI people globally.
13. Enhance the human rights capacity of
GAC, including through the provision of
additional resources to human rights policy
and legal divisions, to support a more
comprehensive and consistent approach
to the promotion of human rights, including
those of LGBTI people.
14. Monitor comprehensively on the human
rights situation for LGBTI people globally,
including the state of legislation that criminalizes or otherwise persecutes LGBTI people.
15. Work with other like-minded countries
to support LGBTI human rights and oppose
anti-LGBTI measures or statements in
international and regional forums. Join and
support the existing LGBT Core Group at
the United Nations on Ending Violence and
Discrimination to coordinate e orts to support
LGBTI human rights movements and defenders.

16. Support the work of UN and regional
human rights mechanisms in documenting
and addressing LGBTI human rights violations
around the world. Such mechanisms can be
used to hold states accountable for such
violations and to build a body of internationally
recognized norms protecting and promoting
the universal human rights of LGBTI
people, consistent with the Yogyakarta
Principles (on the application of international
human rights law in relation to sexual
orientation and gender identity).
SUPPORT REFUGEES and facilitate
asylum in Canada for LGBTI people fleeing
persecution because of their sexual orientation
or gender identity or expression, in the case of
both those seeking asylum from within Canada
and those seeking assistance abroad.
17. Expand and make permanent the government’s Rainbow Refugee Assistance Program to
support LGBTI refugees in need of protection.
18. Recognize the need for priority processing
of LGBTI people who are “at risk” or in need
of protection under the “Urgent Protection
Program.”
19. Reduce wait times for private sponsorship
applications so that time from application to
arrival is less than one year.
20. LGBTI refugee claimants in Canada, like all
refugee claimants, should be eligible for basic
and extended healthcare through the Interim
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Federal Health Program, for which funding
should be fully restored.
21. Broaden private sponsorship programs to
include countries with high levels of LGBTI
persecution.
22. Offer asylum to LGBTI human rights
defenders and other LGBTI people who
are unwillingly “outed” by media outlets or
political leaders in countries where LGBTI
people are criminalized, or where such outing
is intended, or can reasonably be expected, to
incite violence, criminal prosecution or other
forms of persecution.
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